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the Health and Safety Executive's local employment medi-
cal adviser, while colleges of agriculture are able to give
advice on appropriate changes in farming methods.
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Doctor to doctor
In his preface to a booklet on writing and talking about
patients recently published by the Nuffield Provincial
Hospitals Trust Sir John Walton writes: "While communica-
tion between doctors on the one hand and patients and their
relatives on the other is clearly a fundamental aspect of
clinical medicine in all its branches, there is no doubt that
communication between individual doctors often leaves much
to be desired. Stories about misunderstandings and mistakes
caused by careless clinical requests, notes, and letters are
often recounted by doctors when they meet and talk 'shop'
and are attributed, with some merriment, to curious idio-
syncrasies of other doctors from which the gossipers feel
themselves to be free. The fact that it is usually the patient
rather than the doctor who may be most inconvenienced or
even harmed by these mistakes is often overlooked."'

Despite its obvious importance little research has been
done or published on this subject. The time is now ripe for its
further consideration because, within the current economic
plight of the health service, united as a profession we may
stand but disharmonious (in our planning and delivery of
effective health care) we will fall. Given our obvious personally
vested interests, how may we as individuals analyse and solve
what is now a corporate problem? The simple but unhelpful
answer is: with difficulty. Doctors are commonly very
conscious of the errors made by their colleagues-but they
are frequently unaware ofthe problems that they make them-
selves and, though this is forgivable, it does not allow
progress.
Much ofthe problem may be traceable to attitudes acquired

in medical training and then hardened during the stresses of
daily medical practice. The need for prompt decision making
commonly demands irreversible, snapshot judgments. This
is an essential part ofthe immediacy of clinical practice, but it
may be disadvantageous to the development and maintenance
of amicable working relationships with colleagues-and
especially if ill considered attitudes, mixed with too quick
thinking, produce lingering prejudices that smoulder resent-
fully as unforgiven hurts. How, then, do we find a solution
which will facilitate the healing of old wounds and foster the
continually fresh growth- of positive intraprofessional
relations? We need to answer three questions.

Firstly, how does poor communication occur between
doctors? The accounts of diverse personal experience so well
presented in the excellent essays in the booklet clearly show
the importance of courtesy among all parties.' They also
underline the need for clarity in written communication and,
when referring a patient to a clinical or diagnostic department,
the necessity for not only understanding the function of that
department but also defining clearly the patient's problems
and the questions to be answered. For the dialogue between
colleagues to be effective an additional essential requirement
is for the response to be equally legible, concise, relevant,
and prompt. The value of face to face contact or telephoned
conversation cannot be overemphasised.

Secondly, why does poor communication occur between
doctors? A professional facade of social politeness can obscure
the real answer. It is contained in these four words: attitudes,
prejudices, resentment, and unappeasability. When I was a
medical undergraduate one ofmy then respected (but, now I
realise, obviously uninformed) medical teachers pronounced
that general practice was the lowest form of clinical medicine.
The damage that he and generations of his followers have
done has spilled over to affect such apparently minor
specialties as traumatic and orthopaedic surgery ("any
general surgeon worth his salt can join two bones together"),
psychiatry (you have to be mad to work there"), community
medicine and mental handicap ("ha! ha!"), and even my own
specialty of geriatric medicine ("I congratulate you on
obtaining such a sinecure"). Thus lack of mutual esteem in
this and other ways is one of the reasons why we have a
problem.

Thirdly, what can be done about it? The solution is simple,
but, because it requires an equally positive response, its
application may be difficult-namely, despite blatant
stupidities and provocations, forgive readily and strive to
begin as a new person with each fresh encounter. This has, of
course, 2000 years of authority behind it2 but there may be
those who prefer an apparently modern approach. '3
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